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FEED YOUR SUCCESS

WITH THESE FOUR STRATEGIES



The Chem-Dry Formula

You may have heard me talk about the Chem-Dry Formula and that it is

very simple. I wanted to write this Formula down. It is not something that

I have created and can be learned from the 5 Star training. What I want

to do is condense it down into a simple Formula that has been the result

of running and assisting Chem-Dry Franchisee for 30 years. During

those 30 years I have also met with successful franchisees all over the

world and attended countless Chem-Dry seminars and conventions.

The Formula has changed a little over the years due to changes in

marketing technology but really not too much. Some of you will have

already mastered The Formula and may find that this description is too

basic as you have well surpassed it, while others I know still ask “why

can't I find success?”

Work Hard

Work at least 50 hours per week. Work 8am - 6pm Monday to Friday

and be willing to work half of Saturday if required. I don't just mean

clean during these hours, only if you have work on. I mean work every

minute of those hours even if you only have 1 job for the whole week.

Spend time marketing (as the main priority), being coached, setting up

systems, bookkeeping etc. Control your day and treat it like a job where

the Boss is watching your hours and your activities. I know some of you

have already reached your ideal revenue and like to work less hours. If

you are at this stage, congratulations! For those that are not there yet,

follow this basic rule of hard, consistent work.

Website

It is essential to have not just a website but one that can be optimised for

online marketing. We were surprised to find some franchisees do not

yet have websites. This method has now replaced the Yellow Pages

which was essential for so many years. Websites are just as essential.

We can help with this.

Adwords and Online Marketing

There is no point in having a well optimised website without at least an

adwords campaign and possibly an SEO campaign. An adwords

campaign should be producing 1-4 return at least, if not better. In other

words, for every $1 spent it should return $4. Some are achieving 1-8

returns. We can help with this.

Leaflet Dropping

If you have spare time and are not busy, set a goal to drop 200 leaflets

each day. Not only will this help you get fit but it is an inexpensive way to

market your business when things are quiet. We did this for many

months when we first started back in 1986 and I am so surprised that

many of our franchisees today are having amazing success with it still. I

believe letterboxes are less cluttered these days than prior to Google,

as so much marketing dollars have moved online.
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Director’s Message - Continued...

5 Around

Knock on at least 5 surrounding neighbours homes of the home you

just cleaned and introduce yourself as the local Chem-Dry

Franchisee. Do more if you have more time. Explain you have just

cleaned their neighbour's home and they are delighted. Ask if they

would like a quote. If they are not home, leave a door hanger

explaining the same.



Set Goals

Start with the big ones and work backwards:

l

l

l



Services

Offer every Chem-Dry service that is possible, especially Tile &amp;

Grout. Add PURT, mould remediation etc. Also make sure to have a

full toolbox of chemicals and knowledge to take care of any service

a client may request. Make sure your equipment is in good shape

and as soon as possible, upgrade to the latest PowerBase and

PowerHead to deliver the best clean possible. Offering these extra

services not only increase your chance of obtaining more work but

allows you to market your business with less expense online, as you

can advertise with adwords outside of the competitive carpet &amp;

upholstery space. Tile &amp; Grout can be offered for free on every job

when you are there for another service and job averages are much

larger.



l

l



How much revenue do I want?

What is my job average and how many jobs will I need to

perform?

How many calls will I need to receive based on my conversion

rate?

How much will I need to spend on marketing and in which

category based on my current return on investment?

How many repeats and referrals can I rely on? This will change

over time and the ad dollars should drop.



There are other things we could add to the above Formula but this is

the core basics. I would like to challenge each of you to set your

goals based on the above and rate yourself for each of The Formula

sections from 1-10. Lachlan, Chris &amp; I are going to be using The

Formula as our standard benchmark for any franchisee we are

coaching.

If you are not currently being coached and would like help

implementing The Formula into your business, please contact Chris

Chaplin in our office to set it up.



Customer Satisfaction

Regardless of what Chem-Dry equipment you have, make sure you

delight your clients. You want them to call you back and tell their

friends and family. Be positive, friendly and professional at all times.



~ Loren Mitchell



The benefits of Mentors

Repeat

Develop a system to have your clients repeat. Usually, mail, texting

and calling are sufficient about 12 months after their last job.



'A lot of people have gone further than they thought they could

because someone else thought they could.' - Zig Zigler



Referral

Offer and apply a consistent referral program. One I like is to give

the client 10-20 cards with their name written on each. Ask them to

hand to their friends and family and each time one is handed back

to you, their friend will get 10% off and they will get a 15% credit on

their next clean for handing out the card. If they have multiple cards

redeemed, they will all be honoured on the next clean.



Running your business can be at times very intimidating. I respect

every one of our franchisees that have taken their future into their

own hands and embraced entrepreneurship. In any business, at

times you will be faced with tough decisions where you may not feel

you have the experience to make the right choice. Sometimes, we

may even be confident in the answer but we just need someone

experienced to listen to us and agree with that choice. This is where

a mentor can be invaluable to your business. A mentor is an

experienced individual, (not necessarily in our industry) who utilizes

their knowledge, connections and resources to help guide you

through the obstacles of entrepreneurship.



Job Average

This should be $180-$220. If it is not, we can help.

Job Minimum

This should be at least $120-$140. If it is not, we can help.



Here are 6 reasons a Mentor can help you.



Call Conversion Rate

This should be 60-70%. If it is not, we can help.



1. Gain experience without having to do the time needed to

gain experience.



Upscales

This should be done at the point of contact on the phone and then

onsite. Picking the services to sell at what point is essential. We can

help you if this is not working well or non-existent right now.



Experience takes times. Your mentor will already have the experience that you do not. They can share with you what they have learnt,

what has worked and what has not worked. You can avoid wasting

time on things that your mentor has already tried and focus on

things that have succeeded and can be mirrored.



Online Scheduling and Accounting

We recommend using ServiceM8.com This is an essential and

inexpensive tool. Every franchisee should have a monthly P&amp;L which

ServiceM8 can do of course but it can help with so much more.

There really is no reason why any franchisee should still be using

paper invoices and review the P&amp;L only annually with the

accountant.



2. A new perspective

Sometimes we are so deep in the trenches of running our business

that we are unable to step back and see what is needed and what

course to take. A mentor comes in with a fresh view and a new

perspective.
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Director’s Message - Continued...

3. Network opportunities



How do you find a Mentor?



Having someone on your side that is wanting you to succeed can

mean that they may have connections that can help your business.

They can open doors that you may not have ever considered.



There are a few ways:

1. Look at other successful franchisees around Australia, inside

Chem-Dry and even outside. Approach them. Tell them why you

would like them to be your mentor and tell them how much you

respect them. Most successful people actually love mentoring

others. If you ask sincerely and are respectful of their time I think

most people will say yes when you ask them.



4. Mentors give you confidence and encouragement

When you have someone encouraging you and giving you

confidence it can really help you to grow your business. We all need

encouragement and confidence.



2. We can help match you with a successful Chem-Dry Franchisee in

the USA. If you would like to be mentored by an experienced ChemDry Franchisee from the USA contact me and I will make it happen.



5. Skill Development

There are some things in business you are great at and others you

are not. An honest mentor will help you develop the skills in that

which you are lacking and help turn them into strengths.



3. Reach out to people that you have admired or respected from

afar. I still believe you will have success in them agreeing to mentor

you even if you are a complete stranger to them.



6. Accountability

4. Finally, if you would like Loren or I to mentor you we would be

more than happy too. Feel free to contact us.



One thing we all love about having our own business is being our

own boss. However the danger with this is that we often will not have

anyone we are actually accountable to. We can easily put off

projects that we know would be crucial in growing our business. A

mentor can give you that accountability. Someone you can report

too. Someone that can help push you to become the best business

person you can be.



However you go about finding a mentor commit to making 2018

the YEAR OF THE MENTOR!

~ Lachlan Mitchell

Director



Sir Richard Branson from Virgin Airlines famously said:



Directors Webinar



No matter how incredibly smart you think you are, or how brilliant,

disruptive or plain off -the-wall your new (business) might be,

everyone needs at least one good mentor. Someone, somewhere,

has already been through what you are convinced nobody else has

ever confronted!



Please join Lachlan Mitchell &amp; Loren Mitchell for our upcoming

Directors Webinar. It will run for approx. 1 hour. Lachlan and I have

spent great deal of time on support calls and regular coaching for

Franchisees at all levels. This webinar will take you through The

Formula and process that will help any Franchisee succeed or

improve their business.



It will still be your business. One of the top mistakes that

entrepreneurs make with mentors is expecting that the mentor will

do the work for them. A mentor can open the door, but you must

walk through it. This goes both ways. Your mentor won't be "taking

over" your business.



We wanted to try a different time and see how it suits everyone and

hopefully make it easier for those on the West Coast. This will be a

weekend breakfast/brunch webinar. So grab your cereal and eggs

before we start. We look forward to seeing you there.



The best mentoring relationships don't cost a thing--except time.

Good mentors know they should not expect anything in return for

their help from a financial standpoint. Similarly, mentees must not

squander that valuable commodity and should not waste a mentor's

time by cancelling meetings at the last minute or involving them in

trivial matters that can be handled by you. Mentor-mentee

relationships are built on a foundation of mutual respect, not

money.



Agenda

l The Chem-Dry Formula

l Benefits of Coaching

l Open Questions on any subject

Date: Saturday, 25th of November, 2017

Time: 11am EST



There is no standard for how often or for how long to meet with a

mentor. As with most non-formal business relations, that's entirely up

to the parties involved. The only constant across all mentoring

relationships is to meet regularly, and to use the time together

constructively. Your mentor is not a lunch buddy--he or she is an

asset, yes, but also a person with his or her own responsibilities who

can only budget so much time for you. If you keep that in mind, your

meetings will be fruitful.



Registration Link:

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/8608122000287260

929

Webinar ID: 128-288-267
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Annual Conference
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Franchise Focus

Haider Hasnain Chem-Dry Sparkle



Chem-Dry Australia looks forward to seeing Haider's franchise grow

and wishes him every success for the rest of 2017 and beyond!



Allow me to introduce you all to Haider Hasnain. Haider has been

operating the Chem-Dry Sparkle Franchise based in the Sydney

Metro for the last 15 months. Haider is enthusiastic, driven, and

open-minded, and is working hard at creating success through the

Chem-Dry brand.



Chem-Dry Open

It's that time of year again - Chris Bywater and the team at Quick-Dry

Chem-Dry have held the Annual Chem-Dry Open!

This round of golf has been run for over two decades now and is a

great example of what franchisees can do to promote the brand and

connect with their business partners (or customers).

The day out on the green had fierce competition as always and Gary

McCall earned himself the cup with John Marshall scoring 2nd

place.



After Loren got in touch with Haider as part of the quarterly followups it was identified that Haider would be a great candidate for

business coaching. He had been working very hard but wasn't quite

achieving the results that he desired.

Since taking part in the Business Coaching with Loren &amp; Lachlan,

Haider has begun to see the increases that he had been searching

for.



Chem-Dry Australia would like to congratulate Quick-Dry ChemDry on another successful event!



Q: What have been the benefits of taking part in coaching?

A: Having regular contact with either Loren or Lachlan has been the

biggest benefit. Coming from a corporate background, sometimes

it can be difficult running a franchise on your own and not really

having anyone there to bounce ideas off or look at things in a

different way. Irrespective of what the topic at hand is, the emotional

support has been invaluable.

Q: What are you doing differently now you have been

involved with coaching?

A: It has really forced me to look at my numbers. Being aware of the

figures and actually knowing how much money is coming in and

which customers it is coming in from has made a massive difference.

This has been great for the marketing side of the business as I can

understand who it is that is spending and focus on those types of

customers. Because I know I have another coaching session in a few

weeks, I think sub-consciously I know I need to be prepared.

Q: What did you like about the way coaching is approached?

A: In the beginning it was very broad. Lots of questions about my

franchise and facts on the state of the business. The more we have

met the more we have narrowed down actions to take and what I

can do to benefit my franchise. Aspects such as ADwords, customer

service and accounting have been a big focus.

Q: Talk to me about your experience with ADwords, I

understand you are now working with Phil Preis?

A: That's right. I was doing Google ADwords myself for a while and

found that I wasn't having a great deal of success. Since working

with Phil I have been taken aback by the return on investment and

am very happy with the results so far.

Q: What's next for Chem-Dry Sparkle?

A: I am going to keep a closer eye on the financial side of the

business. I have changed the way I follow up my customer database

too. Lachlan made the suggestion to approach the customer with a

courtesy call rather than just sending out bulk emails. I have found

since doing this I have been able to build a better relationship with

my customers and created more work for myself.

Currently I am looking at ServiceM8 and will begin running my

franchise with the software within the next few weeks.
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Technical

Safety Procedures for Handling Chemicals

Chem-Dry Products are the most effective professional cleaning products on

the market. With our effective and potent formulas come inherent risks and is

important to ensure that proper safety procedures are being followed. These

procedures are created to physically protect the Franchisee or Technician

applying the products and should be kept in mind when training new

technicians for your franchise.

Why is it important follow correct safety procedure?

This first point is obvious; no one wants to be hurt on the job. The Chem-Dry

Safety Procedures are designed to protect you from harm. Remember, whilst

you may become familiar and comfortable with these products many of them

can still be highly hazardous and proper procedure should always be applied.

Safety Procedures are also very important from a liability stand-point. Just as

no Franchisee would want to be hurt on the job, no business would want to be

facing work cover for failure to comply with WHS. If you have not trained a

technician on proper safety procedures and they suffer injury and loss of

income, you may be liable. The easiest way to avoid that kind of situation is to

commit to always following the correct procedure regardless of circumstance.

Always follow proper mixing instructions and application!

Following the Chem-Dry method and correct application as per The Mixing

Instructions for each product will ensure that all safety requirements are met. If

you are ever unsure on the methods for mixing and applying, refer to your

Mixing Instructions &amp; SDS (which are available on the Gateway). If you are still

unsure feel free to contact Head Office for assistance. We are always happy to

help.

Always wear safety gloves and goggles as needed!

As careful as you may be when handling chemicals sometimes accidents do

happen. Products such as Lavendoria require the franchise or technician to

wear goggles and gloves whenever applying the product. Whilst taking these

measures may be irritating at times, having skin issues with your hands or loss

of sight due to the chemical coming on contact with your eyes would be much

worse. Note that the first instruction on the bottle is to wear gloves and

goggles.
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compounds. This means the initial off-gassing of odor sometimes

associated with oxidizers is virtually eliminated, making the odor

removal experience for the customer much more pleasant. 3 –

P.U.R.T. III has a fresh fragrance added to the product. Any odor you

might notice is masked with a fresh, light fragrance that is not

overpowering and lasts long enough to mask any minor odors until

P.U.R.T. III has done its magic.



P.U.R.T. III



With P.U.R.T. III you'll find that you'll be able to offer the most superior

pet stain and odor removal service in the industry.

When you approach a P.U.R.T. job, do so with the understanding

that this is restoration work and charge accordingly. Your first step

after identifying the location of the urine will be to rinse the spot well.



The PURT III is the new &amp; improved version of the PURT II. The

inclusion of the fragrance is a great add-on to an already wonderful

product. Previously with the PURT II the odor of the pet urine often

became a lot worse before it got better… Not any longer. PURT III

will hide odors with a pleasant fragrance long enough for PURT III to

do its job. The PURT III has now replaced the PURT II in our

warehouse; the price is $121.20 + GST per box (16 satchels).

Please read below for a full description of this new product.



Warning

Because P.U.R.T. III is an oxidizing agent, there is a risk of fading

colors on any fabric, especially when working with natural fibers.

Urine can also cause color loss to the carpet. For these reasons,

ALWAYS have the customer sign a waiver / disclaimer before any

work begins. Always pretest in an inconspicuous areas. Always

exercise caution.

Product Safety

Once mixed, the product will off gas. Capping the container will

cause it to expand and possibly split the container. Wear safety

glasses, gloves and avoid any contact with the product. Keep out of

reach of children. Read Safety Data Sheets (SDS) before using this

product. In case of ingestion, do not induce vomiting. Instead,

contact a physician immediately.



Chem-Dry franchises worldwide face the opportunities associated

with pet urine. Next to carpet Protectant, solving odor issues may be

the most urgent for your customers. Because of its prevalence in the

market, pet urine removal can literally become one of the largest

segments of your Chem-Dry franchise.



Shelf Life

P.U.R.T. III has a two year shelf life when unmixed and when stored

away from sunlight and extreme temperatures. Once mixed with

water, P.U.R.T. III must be used within a few hours or the potency is

lost.



P.U.R.T. III is the leading odor removal product in the industry. Its

revolutionary chemistry is unparalleled at removing not only urine

odors but all kinds of common odor and urine stain problems you'll

encounter in carpet, upholstery, area rugs, mattresses and much

more. P.U.R.T. III is specially formulated with three unique odor

controlling components. 1 – An oxidizer. Oxidizers work by adding

oxygen to a stain or odor molecule and exploding the molecule into

fragments; eliminating the odor entirely. The oxidizers in P.U.R.T. III

work not only on the urine odors, but also on the urine stain itself. 2 –

Molecular Entrapment technology. As the oxidizers in P.U.R.T. III

explode the odors, molecular entrapment cause molecules to be

heavy, keeping them low to the carpet and out of the breathing zone.

It also neutralizes the odor molecules into non-malodor



Transport

Please be aware that because the PURT III is classed as an oxidizing

agent it will need to be shipped via TNT &amp; not our usual freight

company (Direct Freight Express). This means that unfortunately the

freight cost will be higher than usual.

MIXING &amp; APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Locate urine using a black light, moisture detector, or your nose.

2. Rinse contaminated areas well with hot water and extract with the
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WaterClaw® , PowerHead or an extraction wand.

3. Mix one packet of P.U.R.T. III to one gallon of warm water. Allow it

to dissolve completely by shaking or stirring.

4. Soak affected areas with P.U.R.T. III. Work into pad by applying

pressure. Make sure P.U.R.T. III is in direct contact with all of the

contaminated areas.

5. Lightly extract the face fibers and allow P.U.R.T. III to dry. (Carpet

should remain wet for 24-48 hours.



you will never know the potential of a customer if you do not ask

questions and educate them! Rather than doing this, why not learn

more about what the customer is looking for and show how your

services can be of benefit to them?

Yes, P.U.R.T. is a Pet Urine Treatment, meaning that its primary

purpose is to de-odourise, destroy urine crystals, and thoroughly

restore the cleanliness of the carpet or fabric. It's effectiveness

against stains will vary, dependent on many factors such as the

length of time the urine has been present, whether or not it has

reached the backing of the carpet or rug, if it has bleached the

fibres, and if other attempts to clean the spot have been made etc. It

can be a little risky offering P.U.R.T. treatment if a customer wants it

for stain removal and you're clear on what results you will have,

right? WRONG!

Focus on what P.U.R.T. CAN do for the customer! If the customer is

interested in the treatment for stain removal then it is certainly worth

asking questions around it's other benefits such as:

How would you feel if I was able to fully treat and de-odourise the

spot? How would you feel if I was able to eradicate all the urine

crystals present? Would you prefer the area to remain dirty or

receive a treatment and be clean? I may not be able to fully clean the

stain, but I can thoroughly clean and treat the urine, would you be

happy with that?

Remember, our business is one of cleaning and restoration and

whilst aesthetics are certainly important the restorative benefits of

P.U.R.T. are the real strengths. If you are not confident with P.U.R.T.

and are not offering this service I would encourage you to consider

the pros and cons of having this powerful product as part of your

Chem-Dry toolbox. There is money to be made.

If you are choosing to not provide this treatment I would suggest that

you arrange a referral system with other franchisees if you do not

already have one in place. This would enable to you to make a

commission on the job, provide work for another franchise and

ensure that the customer is giving work to Chem-Dry and not our

competition.



~ Luke Rice



P.U.R.T – Handling Objections



How do you handle P.U.R.T. enquiries? I would love to hear your

feedback and stories on your success and challenges around the

product.



Pet Urine Removal Treatment, or P.U.R.T. for short, is one of ChemDry's stand out products. P.U.R.T. remains a major drawing card for

would be customers and demonstrates both the advanced formulas

that Chem-Dry employs as well as the skill of our franchisees in

application.



~ Chris Chaplin



When discussing P.U.R.T. with new customers it's important to keep in

mind that YOU are the expert and that YOU are the one to educate

the customer on what level of service Chem-Dry is able to provide.

The way you approach a question or enquiry can make all the

difference when it comes to turning that expression of interest into a

job.

“My dog peed on the carpet and it's horribly stained, it has been for

months. Can P.U.R.T. get rid of the stain?” This question is a

common scenario that some franchisees may have difficultly

handling and converting into a sale. It may be tempting to just

respond with “no, P.U.R.T cannot remove urine stains” and assume

the customer will not want the treatment and move on… HOWEVER
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